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AJSTIACT 
- -- - - - --

Incoming Stokes waves passing over a submerged cylinder situated 

close to t.he free surface will give rise to higher order harmoninc 

waves behind the cylin~er. In this paper measurements of the second 

order wave behind the cylinder are given. Also the amplitude and 

phase of the first order transmitted wave are measured. The measured 

quantities are compared with second order potential theory 

computations by Vada ( 19.87). Good agreement between experiments and 

theory is found for small incoming wave amplitudes. However, the 
. '.' -~. ·- } 

measurements do not confirm the results from the .second order --
potential theory for moderate incoming wave amplitude. It is found 

that the amplitude of the second order wave and the phase of the 

transmitted f i;st order wave may be overpredictec more than 100% by 
. _ .. , ~- ,., , .. 

the theory. 
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,. 

extensive measuremenls of c.Sie. moali~en for,c8$ actin:g on a restrained 

circular cylinder are given. AJ.:s.o a a~pnd order in the w._ve 

amplitude ~'ady circulation :aroi.ind tM cy,linder being set up due to 

viscosity is investigat-e;ei. ,' CmapJin c~:nicludes .that t.he coupli!lg 

between the wave field and th:!.s circulation significantly reduces the 

Chaplin also r•pbrts nreas:Ut:·ements of the .r.eflec;.tion and the 

transmission of the incoming waves; . Hia metiSIHemen~.ji.. confirm.the well 

1950, Grue and Palm U84H. Iri Chapli11's 11ui>eft severe ca,e, .'with the 

amplitude of the incoming '.WaYet bdieig p;J:ke thiJ"4 of the. cyUnde.r 

diamet.er, and the cylinders· nemer,genc.e b.eJng,.£)/R = 1, there ~·· only 

4% wave retlection. of ·t~t · ba.s'ic U:l'o'li-e (D· ts t·he dist..,nce between the. 

upper::los-: pointt o-f the" cyl..mder. ·altd the undiJtt11-:i:l:>ed .. fr~. surface, R 

is the radius of the eylindec·:,·· aae fi·auu 1 }-,. Chaplin also concludes 

':hat. there are 1'1-4> higher order· refle·~ted wave.;S ar,t all. Th.e 

order re::lect.ed w•v• due ·t:'.O trhe·,cir;c1.1tl•i cylinder. 

Chaplin concludes· :c.hat a ;second ·order wave. .of considerable 

a~plitude exists behind the cylinder, however without quantifyin~ it. 

Also, Longuet-Higgins' measurements are too sparse for relevant 

comparisons with the available theoretical results. The present paper 

is therefore devoted to the me-asurements of t.h:e amplitude of the 

second order wave behind the cylinder for comparison with the 
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The result, ;hat secc>nd order thei;:>;y may be insufficient for the 

description of nonlinear waves genera~•~. 'by the pruence Qf • 

submerged body close to the free surface, agrees with the results by 

Tuck ( 1965) and Salvesen (1969) who consider nonlinear free surf ace 

effects on a submerged cylinder and a thick submerged hydrofoil moving 

with a constant forward speed in calm water close to. the free surface. 

2. TBE NONLINEAR FUE SUU'ACE WAVES 
' ' 

In the cases when the wives are not breaking and there is no 

separatien at the cylinder, the flow outside the boundary layer of the 

cylinder may be modelled by potential flow. The nor\linear free 

surface condition obtained by·potential theory in Euler coordinates, --

given e.g •. by Newmli.n (19'7), reads' 

t + gt + 2Vt•Vtt + 2!Vt•VcVt•Vt> = o tt y 
(2. la) 

applied on 

'](x,t) = - !ct + !vt•Vt> 
g t 2 .. y='] 

(2. lb) 

Here· x, y are space coordinates with the x-axis. coinciding with the · 

uncisturbed free surface, and the ,. ... axis being positive upwards. 

Furthermore, t denotes time, '7 the fre.e surface elevatiQn, g 

acceleration of gravity and t the velocity potential. The velociH in 

the fluid is then given by v = Vt. 
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The goal is now to measure the following quantities:. •1• • 61 .. ·~~ 

az. In non-d~_nsional terms we ~iU measure the ~p~itude of the 

second order wave 

( 2. 5) 

v.-. ~. 

and the amplitude of the basic mode 

.C2 ,6). 

In the consistec11t second o.rde_r th-eo~y ('11-.da. l~) T·~: depends P!'lY .on . 

s:ib:nergence of the cylinder D/R, and T1 equals unity. T~.c 

wave amplitude -al.so, Le 

( 2. 7) 

:~is is also true for T1 1 which means that T1 is not equal to unity 

except irt the limit as a/R + O. 

In the present small scale experiment the amplitudes of the third 

and higher order free waves behind the cylinder are too sma:l to be 

~easured within reasonable accuracy. 
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The volt~eter has a resolution of the surface elevation 

corresponding ·to 0.3nm. ' ·-. ·- ... For very slow variations of the surface 

' 
elevation there is no meniscus at the wave probe, and we obtain a 1 ~; 

') 

relative accuracy of the measured surface elevation. For }ong 

periodic waves the effect of the meniscus is very small and can be 

disregarded. Hence, for incoming wave amplitudes s~aller than 20mm, 
~ ;. '\ ., ' 

the absolute accuracy is better than 0.5m:n. Repeated tests with fixed 

incoming wave characteristics reveal, on the other hand, a much better 

absolute resolution of the wave elevation than O.Smm. 

The data of the surface elev•tion at the different wave probes are 

t:_ecorded over three pe_ri9ds of the_ incoming waves, _before any . ' ' ' . ' _. ~ ·. ' •' ' ~ . . 

reflected wave from the shore has reach~d the probes. ~hen Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) ;is .appli~d tq the time_ serJe~ to obtain the 

amplitudes of the waves behind the cylinder. 

. . : ' 

4. WA VE MEASUREMENTS 

The wave generator is programed such that tr.e ::nc:i.dent waves ~po:: 

the cylinder are pure Stokes vaves, and there :!.s no free se:cond orcle:-

har:nonic wave due to the motion of 'the wave genera-r.e:r. Chaplin's 
I 

extensive measurements conclude that there~is no re!lectiono-f the. 

incoming waves, even to the higher order. In our measi'.irements it is 

and the cylinder to obtain the .exact amplitude of the incoming waves 

for each run. 
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To ezamine the effect of the nonlinearity more closely we have in 
• > •••• ) • ' :' .~ i~ • ' ',/-:~ •• .. ~· \~ • -

figures 4 displaye~ T2 for fixed valuo of the wav~ length of the .. ' . . - "· ·. . . ·. ' ' ' ~ 

incomin& wave and submergence of· tpe cylinder, a_nd tpen varied the 
• - !' . . . , . . .• . . . • ·• ... . . <.,~ ; , : . ~ . _.. , I : . 

amplitude of the incoming wave. As seen from figures 4• - b there is 
" - . '-·· 

good agreement bet~n ~heo.ry and e~p~•Jmept f o.r -"'Pi. .( 0 ~.l. For. 

larger values of a/R., Tz shows. a, .stJ;ong monotonQU-Ji. de~ay until. tht! 

waves break as they pas• over t.q9.cylinder for. a: 0.2;ZJ,;Qr D/R=0.5). 

We note that the experimental vall!l• of Tz (-and hence; •2) h .. · 

approximately the half of the theoretical for a/R = 0.15. ?Mls 

discrepancy is significant since the accuracy of T2 is better then' 20'% 

tn this case. 

For the deeper ·submerged cylindtr (D/R=l) the d'ecay of 1'2 -is 

weaker. Bawever, we note that: the th~·o'ry 6verprediets ~rfwfth almost 

!00% for a/R = 0. 3, as seen in figu're 4c. In this ca~e bre~kirig 

occurs for a/R ~ O'. 44. It is found th~t bre~kirig of the waves as t'h.ey 

pass over the cylinder occurs when 

a ) min(0.440, 0.44/k) for all k ( L. • l ) 

( ak = O. 44 is the breaking limit for the incoming_ Stokes_ waves.) 
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flume, which displays a considerable steeper wave at the cylinder. 

For an incoming wave with still larger amplitude (figure 9c), we 

notice the striking difference between the very steep wave observed in 
. ~ '~ . ' ;.. 

the wave flume at the cylinder, and the smooth surface ele'vation 
~., 

predicted by the seco~d order theory. 

These photographs suggest a need for a higher order theory in 

order to model the deformation of Stokes waves passing over a 

submerged cylind~r being situated close to the free surface. Steep 

waves and smooth waves at the cylinder will generally give rise to 

free second order waves of different amplitudes. A higher order 

theory ·,which may apply to the prese'nt problem' is the high-ord~r 

spectral method outlined by Domme~uth and Yue (19S7). 

The strong decay of the phase lai ~l ~or l~crea~i~i i~lue.of aiR 

:nay be explained on the basis of th~ ~ery ste·e; waZ.~ ~eing f'Otiiea. as 

the incoming wave passes over the cylinder. Since the. top'. of the 

cylinder acts as a local shore, and thereby introduces shallow water 

properties of the flow straight above the cylinder, it its expecte,d 

that waves of higher amplitude propag-at-e oveI' the cyl-inder ~i-t-h ·a 

larger phase velocity thart a wave with sm~ller. ampl.ituqe. Hence, th;e 

phase lag will decrease with increasing amplitude of the incoming 

wave. 
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where 
l ··!. 

* 
l 2 2 3 2 

f I 4 P&•.Cg/k) ( l + i (ak) > E' (S.4) 

' ' •.~ 

From the measured values of T1 and T2 the energy loss may then be 

quantified. In table 1 E' is obtained on the basis of T1 and T2 
''· ~"· -i 

displayed in figures Sb and 4b, respectively, for D/R = O.S and k.R = 

0.7. 

a/R Tl 
a 

T2 R T~(l+~(T~-l)(ak) 2 ) E' 

o.os 0.9S 0.18 cr~·92 . o.os 

0.10 0.90 0.28 0.8S O.lS 

o.1s 0.8S 0.32 o. 77 0.23 

0.20 0.81 0.17 0.66 0.34 

o.2s 0.7S 0.11 O.S6 0.44 
(breaking) 

0.3 0.70 0.09 0.48 o.s2 
(breaking) 

Table 1. Values of ~nergy loss E' vs~ a/R for D/R=O.S, kR=0.7. 
Values of r 1 and T2 from figures Sb and 4b, respectively. 
(Best curve fit.) 
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Figure 6. a. Experimental values of phase lag 61 vs. kR. Small 

incoming wave amplitude (~9mm). + D/R•0.5, 0/R•0.75, 6 D/R•l. 

Solid line: Best curve fit to measurements. 

b. Theoretical values of 61 vs. kR computed by Vada's theory (1987). 

•otR=O.S, l. 

Figure 7. Experimental values of 61 vs. kR obtained by measurements. 

+Small wave amplhude of incoming wave (a~9mm), medium wave 

amplitude (a~l2mm), 6 large wave amplitude (a~l5rmt). Solid, line: Best 
•"-• 

curve 'fit. , a. D/R•(}'.5. b-. DfR=-1. 

Figure 8. Experimental valu's of 61 vs. a/R for fixed values of kR and 
;>! 

D/R. Horizontal arrow indicates theoretical prediction. Vertical 

arrat.1 indicates when breaking occurs. 
~ ' 

a. D/R=0.5, kR=0.4. b. D/R=0.5, kR=0.7. c. D/R=l, kR=0.4. 

Figure 9 a-c. Photographs of the surface elevation in the wave flume 

for incoming wave passing over the cylinder. D/R=0.5, kR=0.6. 

a. a=9mm (a/R=0.09). b. a=l3mm (a/R=0.13). c. a=20mm (a/R=0.2). 

d. Computation of surface elevation froo: Vada's th.eory (Vada 1984). 

a/R=0.13, D/R=0.5, kR=0.6. 
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Figure 4. Experimental values of T2 vs. a/R for fixed values of kR 

and D/R. Horizontal. arrow indicates theoretical predici:.Ion (Vada 

1987). Vertical arrow indicates breaking of the wave when passing 

over the cylinder. 

a. D/R=0.5, kR=0.4. b. D/R=0.5; kR=0.7. c. D/R=l, kR=0.4. 
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Figure 7. Experimental values of 61 vs. kR obtained by measurements. 

+Small wave amplitude of incoming wave (a~9mm), medil.im wave 
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curve fit. a. D/R•0.5. b. D/R•l. 
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Figure S. Ex-pe-rime-ntal va-lues o-~ 61 vs. a-/R for fixed values of kR and 

D/R. Horizcmt~l arrow indicates theoretical prediction. Vertical 

arrow indicates when breaking occurs. 

a. D/R=0.5, k.R=0.4. b. D/R=0.5, k.R=0.7. c. D/R=l, kR=0.4. 
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Figure 9 a-c. Photographs of the surface. el~vation in the wave flume 

for incoming wave passing over the cylinder. D/R=0.5, kR=0.6. 

a. a=9mm (a/R=0.09). b. a=l3mm (a/R=0.13). c. a=20mm (a/R=0.2). 

d. Computation of surface elevation from Vada's theory (Vada 1984). 

- a/R=0.13, D/R=0.5, kR=0.6. 


